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Tile Redi ®, manufacturer and marketer of pre-formed, one-piece shower pans and
related accessories, has upgraded its Web site, making it even more functional for
serious browsers. Those visiting
http://www.stoneworld.com/articles/print/www.tileredi.com%20 will be able to see the
comprehensive, ever-expanding line of Tile Redi shower solutions. And, they will learn
of the extensive benefits these products offer.
"Even though construction for both residential and
commercial applications has been hit so hard the
last few years, our company has continued to
steadily grow," said Farrell Gerber, Executive VP
Sales of Tile Redi. "The reasons are many, but
perhaps the main one, is that Tile Redi products
offer time and money-saving construction solutions
which ensure against water intrusion. For example,
we not only have the most comprehensive range of
shower pans available anywhere, ours are the only
leak-proof shower pans."
Adding to the firm's well-known line of Redi Base ®
leak-proof shower pans, Tile Redihas expanded the
range to include:
Redi Trench™ shower bases, the industry’s only one-piece, tileable shower pan
with an integrated linear trench drain and choice of either tileable linear grate or
designer linear grate tops.
Wonder Drain® shower pans featuring square tileable drain tops making the drain
invisible; all one sees is a beautiful tiled shower floor. Available with single curb,
double curb, triple curb or a barrier-free entrance.
Bathtub Replacement™ shower bases are designed to fit the footprint of the
bathtub to be removed with a shower.
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Redi Free™ Barrier Free & ADA shower pans are available in all product lines to
provide an accessible entrance for preferred shower designs.
Redi Your Way™ custom shower bases in any size and drain location for all Tile
Ready® brand shower pans are available for projects with an order of more than 20
pans.
Other products which are described in great detail on the upgraded Web site include:
Redi Niche® recessed shelves deliver streamlined, clutter-free, leak-proof showers
with over 30 models to choose from.
Redi Bench® shower seats offer a safe and beautiful place to sit in the shower with
a model designed to fit every shower pan offered by Tile Redi.
Redi Ledge™ shaving steps offer a practical and attractive way for shaving legs
easily and safely in the shower.
Redi Drain® designer drain plates are available in an extensive array of models and
finishes to complement hardware choices for any shower designs.
Mosaic Niche Kit™ tiled recessed shelves make installing a stunning and functional
mosaic accent to any room quick and easy. Each contains everything needed to
create a beautiful, decorative shelf. Eleven mosaic styles are offered.
All of these options and more are now Redi 2 C by simply clicking on
http://www.stoneworld.com/articles/print/www.tileredi.com
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